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We are primarily concerned with the variational problem with long-range interaction. This
functional represents the Gibbs free energy of the microphase separation of diblock copolymer
melts. The critical points of this variational problem can be regarded as the thermodynamic
equilibrium state of the phase separation phenomenon. Experimentally it is well-known in the
diblock copolymer problem that the final equilibrium state prefers periodic structures such as
lamellar, column, spherical, double-diamond geometries and so on. We are interested in the
characterization of the periodic structure of the global minimizer of the functional~corresponding to
the strong segregation limit!. In this paper we completely determine the principal part of the
asymptotic expansion of the period with respect to« ~interfacial thickness!, namely, we estimate the
higher order error term of the period with respect to« in a mathematically rigorous way in one space
dimension. Moreover, we decide clearly the dependency of the constant of proportion upon the ratio
of the length of two homopolymers and upon the quench depth. In the last section, we study the time
evolution of the system. We first study the linear stability of spatially homogeneous steady state and
derive the most unstable wavelength, if it is unstable. This is related to spinodal decomposition.
Then, we numerically investigate the time evolution equation~the gradient flow of the free energy!,
and see that the free energy has many local minimizers and the system have some kind of sensitivity
about initial data. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~99!02102-3#

In this paper we are mainly interested in characterizing
the spatial periodic lamellar structure of a diblock co-
polymer. For the strong segregation limit, we completely
determine the principal part of the asymptotic expansion
of the period with respect to the interfacial thickness,
which is a very small parameter, and give a mathemati-
cally rigorous proof. We also rigorously calculate the
constant of proportionality and compute the dependence
upon the ratio of two homopolymers, the quench depth
and the long-range interaction. We consider this the first
exact result for the problem. Second, we present some
numerical experiments of the model, which is a certain
discretization of the Cahn–Hilliard type partial differen-
tial equation with long-range interaction. We give a com-
parison between the rigorous result and the numerical
simulation about the periodic structure of the strong seg-
regation limit. Also, we show that a weak segregation
limit on the numerical simulation has the finer period
than the strong one, and the Gibbs energy functional has

many other local minimizers, all of which correspond to
stable steady states. This demonstrates the richness of the
spatial structures of the diblock copolymer melts.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the following functional:

F«,s~u!

5E
V
S «2

2
u“uu21W~u!1

s

2
u~2DN!21/2~u2ū!u2Ddx,

ū5
1

uVu EV
u dx, uPH1~V!, ~1.1!

under the following integral constraint:

ū5m ~m is a given constant!,

where V is a smooth bounded domain inRn, W(u) is a
double-well potential with global minimau561, typically
of the form 1

4(u
221)2, « and s are positive constants,

H1(V) is the usual Sobolev space, and (2DN)21/2 is a frac-a!Electronic mail: ohnishi@im.uec.ac.jp
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tional power of the Laplace operator under the zero flux
boundary condition.@The underlying space for the Laplace
operator is the subspace ofL2(V) orthogonal to constants.
See Henry1 for details.# The third term is nonlocal, since
(2DN)21/2 is, roughly speaking, an integral operator inV.
Without this term,~1.1! becomes a well-known functional
from which we can derive the Allen–Cahn~nonconserved!
and the Cahn–Hilliard~conserved! equations.

The functional~1.1! was first introduced in a different
form by Refs. 2 and 3, then formulated like~1.1! in Ref. 4 in
order to describe the microphase separation of diblock co-
polymers where two different homopolymers are connected,
and this connectivity is responsible for introducing the long-
range interaction, i.e., the nonlocal term of~1.1!. The param-
eter s is inversely proportional to the square of the total
chain lengthN of the copolymer, and« represents the inter-
facial thickness at the bonding point assumed to be suffi-
ciently small, and the averagem(21,m,1) stands for the
ratio of components of two homopolymers. In this paper we
focus on a scaling regime 0,«!1. The above micro con-
straint ~connectivity! prevents a copolymer from forming a
large domain, and hence the usual coarsening process stops
at a certain stage of the mesoscopic level. Namely,~1.1! has
the potential to have a variety of metastable states~local
minimizers! with fine structures, which is not the case for the
usual Cahn–Hilliard dynamics, although it has a long and
interesting coarsening process. When one tries to minimize
the functional~1.1!, one easily see that there is a competition
between the first gradient term and the third nonlocal term,
assuming thatu is close to 1 or21 off the interface. The first
term wants to minimize the area of interface, however, the
nonlocal term does not become small ifu takes 1 or21 in a
large domain. In order to make the third term small,u has to
oscillate rapidly aroundū ~which increases the area of inter-
face!, in other words, ifu2ū converges to zero in a weak
sense inL2(V), it goes to zero because of the compactness
of the operator (2DN)21/2. Thus, there should be an optimal
domain size compromising these two opposite tendencies.
The main problems in Ref. 4 were the following.

~I! Scaling law: Characterize the domain size in terms of«
ands.

~II ! Morphology: Find a governing system of equations for
the morphology of final states.

~III ! Stability and selection mechanism of morphology.

The main aim of this paper is to answer rigorously the
question~I! in one-dimensional space@i.e., V5(0,1)#. Ex-
perimentally and numerically it is well-known in copolymer
problems that the final asymptotic states prefer periodic
structures such as lamellar, spherical, double-diamond geom-
etries and so on~see, for instance, Refs. 5–7 and 3!. Once
one of the periodic structures is specified, it is not so difficult
to determine the size of the periodic cell which minimizes
the functional~1.1! within the specified class~see Ref. 2!.
Moreover, it is even possible, at least formally to derive a
scaling law without specifying the periodic structure via di-
mensional analysis~see Ref. 3!. Those arguments may be
physically convincing, however, it is still unclear mathemati-
cally why such a scale is preferred, independent of the pre-

cise structures. Our result in the next section determines
completely the principal part of asymptotic expansion of the
period and the free energy for the global minimizers in terms
of m, « ands.

In this paper we always assume the following conditions
for the double-well potentialW in the functional~1.1!.

~A1! The graph ofW(z) has the double tangent line with the
tangent pointsz5611m8, where the above tangent
line is defined as the graph of the function
r~u!5a0u1b0, for some a0PR and b0PR,
and m8 is the unique constant solving the equation:
W8(m8)5a0 and is neither of the double tangent
points:

~A2! WPC3, W9(61).0, W9(0),0.

~A3! W8(z),a0 , if 2`,z,211m8 or m8,z,11m8,
and there exists a uniquez1 such thatW9(z1)50.

~A4! W8(z).a0 , if 211m8,z,m8 or 11m8,z,`,
and there exists a uniquez2 such thatW9(z2)50.

~A5! limz→6`uW8(z)u.a0 .

The interval (z2 ,z1) is called a ‘‘spinodal region,’’ and
(21,z1)ø(z1,1) is called a ‘‘metastable region~or miscibil-
ity gap!’’. We briefly explain the reason why we separate the
interval ~21, 1!. If the average densitym is in the spinodal
region, the homogeneous stationary state (u[m) is expo-
nentially unstable, but if the average densitym is in the
metastable region, it is exponentially stable.~This statement
will be proven rigorously in the last section in this paper.!
The evolution of the system is therefore different between
the former case and the latter.

We now easily seeW8(m8)5a0 from ~A2!, ~A3! and
~A4!. We defineW̃( z̃) by

W̃~ z̃!5W~ z̃1m8!2„a0~ z̃1m8!1b0…, z̃5z2m8.
~1.2!

We set the new functionalF̃«,s(ũ),

F̃«,s~ ũ!

5E
V
S «2

2
u“ũu21W̃~ ũ!1

s

2
u~2DN!21/2~ ũ2uD !u2Ddx,

~1.3!

under the corresponding integral constraint:

1

uVu EV
ũ dx5m2m8.

Due to the constraint, we compute

F«,s~u!5F̃«,s~ ũ!1~a0m1b0!uVu,

if u is in the admissible space.

We therefore see the set of all the critical points ofF«,s in
the admissible space ofu mapped one to one and onto the set
of all critical points ofF̃«,s in the corresponding admissible
space ofũ. Moreover, we realize thatW̃ satisfies the follow-
ing.
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~A18! W̃( z̃)50, if z̃561, andW̃( z̃).0, otherwise.

~A28! W̃PC3, W̃9(61).0, W̃9(0),0.

~A38! W̃8( z̃),0, if 2`, z̃,21 or 0, z̃,1, and there ex-
ists a uniquez̃1 such thatW̃9( z̃1)50.

~A48! W̃8( z̃).0, if 21, z̃,0 or 1, z̃,`, and there exists
a uniquez̃2 such thatW̃( z̃2)50.

~A58! lim z̃→6`uW̃8( z̃)u.0.

Note that we assume neither the symmetry ofW nor W̃.
We now let our concentration be upon the problem in

one space dimension. SetVª(0,1), and define the admis-
sible function space Adm by

AdmªH uPH1~0,1!;E
0

1

u~ t !dt5mJ .

We state our main result.
Theorem 1.1: Assume that~A1!, ~A2!, ~A3!, ~A4! and

~A5! are satisfied. For givenz2,m,m8,z1 and s.0,
there exists a constant«0.0 such that, if 0,«,«0 and if
u«,s,m is a global minimizer ofF«,s in Adm and a normal
n-layered solution, thenu«,s,m is the generically unique glo-
bal minimizer and the periodP«,s,m of u«,s,m satisfies

P«,s,m52S 6&A

~12~m2m8!2!2

«

s D 1/3

1O~«2/3!, ~1.4!

and

F«,s~u«,s,m!5a0m1b01
s

8

3S 6&~12~m2m8!2!A
«

s D 2/3

1O~«4/3!,

~1.5!

where

A52E
21

1 AW̃~y!dy. ~1.6!

Remarks:

~1! For the definition of a normaln-layered solution, we
refer to the head part of Sec. III of this paper.

~2! In Theorem 1.1, we completely determine the principal
term of the asymptotic expansion of the spatial period
with respect to« ~interfacial thickness! by mathemati-
cally rigorous way, namely in this paper we estimate
rigorously the higher order error term with respect to«,
and moreover determine the constant of proportion and
derive itsm andA dependency clearly. Both our model
and the one in Ref. 2 are based on the same thermody-
namic principle ~Gibbs thermodynamic equilibrium
theory!. We remark that they lead toP«,s,m}(«/s)1/3

nearm50 by the way of theoretical physics in Ref. 2.
~3! In Fig. 2 in Ref. 8, the domain size of the lamellar struc-

ture in a chemical experiment~Styrene-2-vinylpyridine
diblock copolymer! is compared with several theoretical
values, one of which is contained in Ref. 2, asm is
nearly equal to 0. The theoretical value in Ref. 2 does

not agree with the experimental value very much. Our
theoretical value may not also agree with it, although we
have no chemical experiment in which investigatingm
andA dependency of the spatial period.

~4! The assumption thatu«,s,m is a normaln-layered solu-
tion seems to be technical because all the global mini-
mizers are so in the numerical calculations in Sec. IV. In
fact, if W has the symmetry andm2m850, then it is
proved in Ref. 9. By Lemma 2.1, in the symmetric case,
our problem is mathematically equivalent to the one con-
sidered in Ref. 9, although the background of physics of
our one is different from the one in Ref. 9.

We should explain in detail the mathematical connection
between our problem and the one of Mu¨ller in Ref. 9. In his
context, the functional is given by

I e~v !5E
0

1

~e2uvxxu21W~vx!1v2!dx,

with the periodic boundary conditions or the homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions. Both these boundary conditions are cor-
responding to the integral constraint withm50 in our con-
text ~see Lemma 2.1 proved later in Sec. II!. Moreover, by
the same change of variables used to get~1.3!, we have

Ĩ e~ ṽ !5E
0

1

„e2ṽxx
2 1W̃~ ṽx!1~ ṽ1m8x!2

…dx, ~1.7!

with the suitable boundary conditions. In view of Lemma
2.1, on the other hand, make the following change of vari-
ables in the functional~1.3! with the constraint ofm50:

ṽ~x!5E
0

x

ũ~y!dy, «5&e, s52,

and we get the same functional as~1.7!. Theorem 1.1 is
therefore regarded as an extension Mu¨ller’s result in Ref. 9
to the nonsymmetric double-well potential case. This exten-
sion has difficulty derived from considering the integral con-
straint explicitly in making a periodic candidate, because the
global minimizer does not have the symmetry with respect to
the x-axis in case ofmÞ0, unlike Müller’s one. But, due to
it, we assume the spatial periodicity or antiperiodicity of a
global minimizer. We manage to overcome the difficulty by
the utilizing the ‘‘simple solution’’ of Carr, Gurtin and
Slemrod,10 in which they investigate the steady states of the
Cahn–Hilliard equation, to construct the periodic candidate,
although their case does not have the third nonlocal interac-
tion, of course. Our main effort is spent in estimating a glo-
bal minimizer of the adequately rescaled functional, which is
the candidate, by using properties of the ‘‘simple solution’’
and in analogous way in Ref. 9.

II. PRELIMINARY

At first we setV5(0,1) and

«̃5
«

&
, s̃5

s

2
, m̃5m2m8,

and put them into~1.3!. We therefore get
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F̃ «̃,s̃~ ũ!

5E
0

1

~ «̃2uũxu21W̃~ ũ!1s̃u~2DN!21/2~ ũ2uD !u2!dx,

~2.1!

and the corresponding integral constraint:

E
0

1

ũ dx5m̃.

In order to simplify the notation, in what follow S we write
F, «, W, s, m and u instead of F̃, «̃, W̃, s̃, m̃ and ũ,
respectively, as we think we are not thrown into confusion.
From here to the end of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we con-
sider the functional~2.1! without an overtilde under the con-
straint, with W satisfying ~A18!, ~A28!, ~A38!, ~A48! and
~A58!.

We utilize the following notations for anL2 inner prod-
uct and norm:

~u,v !L25E
a

b

u~ t !v~ t !dt, iuiL25AE
a

b

u~ t !2 dt,

for any u,vPL2(a,b) and (a,b),R under consideration.
We prove a lemma which means that the third term of the
functional ~2.1! is represented by an indefinite integral.

Lemma 2.1:For anyuPL2(a,b) with *a
bu dx5m andm

is a given constant,

E
a

b

u~2DN!21/2~u2m!u2 dx5E
a

bU E
a

x

~u~ t !2m!dtU2

dx.

Proof: We denoteu8(x) as du/dx. If v5(2DN)21(u
2m), v satisfies

2v95u2m, in ~a,b!,v8~a!5v8~b!50.

Hence

E
a

x

~u~ t !2m!dt52E
a

x

v9~ t !dt52v8~x!.

On the other hand, we calculate

i~2DN!21/2~u2m!iL2
2

5„~2DN!21~u2m!,u2m…L2

5~v,2v9!L25iv8iL2
2 .

As combining two, we get the result. j

The idea of proving Theorem 1.1 is to construct a peri-
odic candidate for the minimizer and then to show that it is
optimal and that any other minimizer has to be periodic as
well. This idea is the same as in Ref. 9. We consider the
rescaling functional in view of Lemma 2.1 with (a,b)
5(2 1

2,
1
2):

I l~u!5E
21/2

1/2 S «2

l
ux

21 lW~u!1s l 3

3U E
21/2

x

~u~ t !2m!dtU2D dx,

where we have usedux asdu/dx. If m50 and there is the
symmetry, we are considering the same problem as in Ref. 9
by the change of variables:

v~x!5E
21/2

x

u~ t !dt.

We therefore see Theorem 1.1 in Sec. I directly from the
main result in Ref. 9. But we wish to consider it in the
general conditions without the symmetry.

To make the half of a candidate, consider the following
quantities:

Em~ l !5min$I l~u!;uPHadm%,
~2.2!

Ẽm~ l !5min$I l~u!;uPHsym%,

where the admissible function spaces are defined, respec-
tively, by

Hadm5H uPH1S 2
1

2
,
1

2D ;E
21/2

21/2

u dx5m,

and there arepm
6P(2 1

2,
1
2) such thatu(pm

6)50,

u~x!<m in ~2 1
2 ,pm

2!ø~pm
1 , 1

2!,

u~x!>m in ~pm
2 ,pm

1! J ,

Hsym5$uPHadm;u~2x!5u~x!%.

Convention:We promise thatC denotes any constant
independent ofm, s, l and« in this paper under the rule that,
if necessary, we exchange it for a more adequate one.

We now consider the Euler–Lagrange equation of this
rescaling variational problem.

Lemma 2.2:Let uPH1(2 1
2,

1
2) be a critical point of

I l(u) subject to the constraint

E
21/2

21/2

u dx5m.

Thenu belongs at least toC4(@2 1
2,

1
2#) and satisfies the fol-

lowing equation:

2
2«2

l
uxx1 lW8~u!12s l 3v5m in S 2

1

2
,
1

2D ,

2vxx5u2m, in S 2
1

2
,
1

2D ,

uxS 6
1

2D5vxS 6
1

2D50,

E
21/2

1/2

u~ t !dt5m, E
21/2

1/2

v~ t !dt50,

wherem is the Lagrange multiplier, which is a constant de-
pendent upon a critical point.

Proof: The proof is a standard argument of the varia-
tional problems with constraint. As we calculate the Gaˆteaux
derivative atu to the directionf with *21/2

1/2 f dx50, we have
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05I l8~u!f5E
21/2

1/2 S 2«2

l
uxfx1 lW8~u!f12s l 3

3~2DN!21/2~u2m!•~2DN!21/2~f! Ddx.

By the condition~A28!, the standard regularity theory and
the Sobolev imbedding theorem,u belongs at least to
C4(@2 1

2,
1
2#). By integrating by parts,

I l8~u!f5E
21/2

1/2 H S 2
2«2

l
uxx1 lW8~u!12s l 3

3~2DN!21~u2m! DfJ dx1F2«2

l
uxf G

21/2

1/2

.

~2.3!

Here, by the constraint,f is any function in the function
spaceV defined by

V5H fPH1S 2
1

2
,
1

2D ; E
21/2

1/2

f dx50J ,

and we use the self-adjointness of (2DN)21/2 on V.
Now takef in the subspaceV0 defined by

V05$fPV;f~6 1
2!50%,

and we get the equation satisfied byu, becauseV0 is densely
imbedded inV in L2-topology. By arbitrariness of the values
of f~61

2! for fPV, we next obtain the natural boundary
condition u(6 1

2)50. Finally, setv5(2DN)21(u2m) and
we get the equation, the boundary condition and the integral
constraint ofv. j

The classical theory of the calculus of variations asserts
that u attainingEm( l ) is a critical point ofI l in H1(2 1

2,
1
2)

with *21/2
1/2 u(x)dx5m and that there at least exists such a

global minimizer. We denoteuI as any one of such global
minimizers. By differentiating the Euler–Lagrange equation
twice in x, we obtain

2«2

l
uI xxxx2 l „W8~uI !…xx12s l 32„uI ~x!2m…50.

If there is a pointx0 at whichux5uxx5uxxx5uxxxx50, then
uI (x)5the constant„5uI (x0)….

Now let us prepare for investigating some properties of
uI . As in Ref. 10, we define the associated Gibbs functionFl

in the rescaled problem by

Fl~y!5W~y!2ly,

for anyyPR and a constantl, and consider the solutionq of
the ordinary differential equation;

2q9~z!5Fl8„q~z!… in S 2
1

2
,0D ,

q8S 2
l

2« D5q8~0!50, ~2.4!

E
2 l /2«

0

q~z!dz5
lm

2«
.

The first equation of~2.4! has the first integral

q8~z!25Fl„q~z!…2n, ~2.5!

with n a constant. By the boundary condition of~2.4!, we see

Fl~q1!5Fl~q2!5n,

where we have setq15q(2 l /2«) andq25q(0).
Now the next Lemma is the same as Proposition 2.1 in

Ref. 10. Note thatl50 is the Maxwell line.~cf. Fig. 1!.
Lemma 2.3~properties of the Gibbs function!: The map-

ping (q,l)°Fl(q) is in the C3-class. Further, for eachl
P(lI ,l̄),

• Fl has exactly three critical pointsal,zl

,bl :Fl8(al)5Fl8(zl)5Fl8(bl);
• F is strictly decreasing on (2`,al)ø(zl ,bl),

strictly increasing on (al ,zl)ø(bl ,`);
• Fl(al),Fl(bl) for l,0, Fl(al).Fl(bl) for l

.0, andF0(21)5F0(1). j

Denoteq(x) by the antisymmetric extension in~2 1
2,

1
2! of

the solution of~2.4!, and also defineql by

ql~x!5qS lx

« D .

Moreover, define kmP(0,1
2) as the real numberkm

„5km(«,s,l )… such thatql(km)5m. We remark thatql is
the antisymmetric extension of the ‘‘simple solution’’ in Ref.
10, in which they investigate it in detail. The ‘‘simple solu-
tion’’ is the global minimizer of the functionalF«,0 , which is
without a nonlocal interaction, and this satisfies the usual
stationary Cahn–Hilliard equation:

FIG. 1. Shape of the global minimizer asm50.0.
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2«2

l 2 ~ql !xx5Fl8~ql !, in S 2
1

2
,0D ,

~ql !xS 2
1

2D5~ql !x~0!50, ~2.6!

E
21/2

0

ql~x!dx5
m

2
.

The main theorem~Theorem 3.1! in Ref. 10 means the next
proposition in the context of~2.6!.

Proposition 2.4 ~the Maxwell solution of the usual
Cahn–Hilliard equation!: Given l .0, d.0, there are an«d

and a neighborhoodNd of the Maxwell point~0,0!, such that
for «P(0,«d) andmP@211d,12d#, there uniquely exists
a simple solution with a corresponding admissible pair
(l,n)PNd . Further, there are constantsC5Cd.0 and D
5Dd.0 such that

u~l,n!u, uq12~21!u, uq221u,

are inO(e2Cl/«) and

Ukm2S 2
11m

4 D U5D
«

l
1oS «

l D ,

as«→0, uniformly for mP@211d,12d#.
The fourth convergence is not stated explicitly in Ref.

10, but it is easy to see it because the width of the internal
layer is inO(«/ l ).

To prove the next lemma, we now define some con-
stants:

A~q1 ,q2!52E
q1

q2AW~ t !dt,

K~q1 ,q2 ,km!

52S 1

3
~q12m!2S 1

2
2kmD 3

1~q12m!2S 1

2
2kmD 2

km

2~m2q1!~q22m!S 1

2
2kmD km

2 1
1

3
~q22m!2km

3 D .

We remark, noting thatA is defined in Theorem 1.1, that

A~21,1!5A,

K~q1 ,q2 ,km!5
1

48
~12m2!21C~m!

«

l
1oS «

l D ,

as « tends to 0, uniformly formP@211d,12d#, where
C(m) is a constant dependent uponm andD.

We now give the best possible upper bound ofuI . It is
simple, but is important.

Lemma 2.5:For a givens.0, 21,m,1, and 0, l
<1, there exists«0.0 such that, if«P(0,«0), then

Em~ l !<Ẽm~ l !<2A«1 1
48 ~12m2!2s l 31C~m!s l 2«

1o~«!s l 2. ~2.7!

Proof: For any (a,b),(2 1
2,

1
2),

E
a

bS «2

l
ux

21 lW~u! Ddx>2E
a

b
A«2ux

2W~u!dx

>2«E
a

b

uxAW~u!dx. ~2.8!

When the equality holds, («2/ l )ux
25 lW(u). We note thatql

is in the function spaceHadm and that it is the function at
which the equality in the inequality~2.8! holds approxi-
mately in the error of ordere2Cl/«, because of its way of
construction and Proposition 2.4. For the third term ofI l , we
compute

E
21/2

1/2 U E
21/2

x

~ql~ t !2m!dtU2

dx

<2S E
21/2

2km
~q12m!2S x1

1

2D 2

dx

1E
2km

0 S ~q12m!S 2km1
1

2D
1~q22m!~x1km! D 2

dxD
5K~q1 ,q2 ,km!.

Therefore,

E~ l !<I l~ql !

52E
21/2

1/2
A«2~ql !x

2W~ql !dx

1s l 3E
21/2

1/2 U E
21/2

x

„ql~ t !2m…dtU2

dx1O~e2Cl /«!

<2«E
21/2

1/2
AW~ql !u~ql !xudx1K~q1 ,q2 ,km!s l 3

1O~e2Cl /«!<2A~21,1!«1KS 21,1,
11m

4 Ds l 3

1C~m!s l 2«1o~«!s l 2.

We thus get~2.7!. j

Furthermore, we define the following constants:

Mm
~1!5measH xPS 2

1

2
,
1

2D ;uI ~x!<
211m

2 J ,

Mm
~2!5measH xPS 2

1

2
,
1

2D ;uI ~x!>
11m

2 J ,

Mm5Mm
~1!1Mm

~2! , B~t,m!52E
~t1m!/2

m
AW~ t !dt,

C~21,1,Mm ,m,s!

5~12Mm!minS WS 211m

2 D ,WS 11m

2 D D
1sL~21,1,Mm

~1! ,Mm
~2! ,m!,
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L~a,b,Mm
~1! ,Mm

~2! ,m!

5
1

3 S a2m

2 D 2S S 1

2D 3

2S 1

2
2Mm

~1!D 3D1S a2m

4 D 2

Mm
~2!

2
~m2a!~b2m!

2
~Mm

~2!!21
1

12
~b2m!2~Mm

~2!!3.

We remark that mintP(0,1) C(21,1,t,m,s) does not vanish.
The next lemma means a lower bound of the energy of

uI .
Lemma 2.6:For a givens.0, 21,m,1, 0, l<1, and

0,«<1, the following estimates hold:

Em~ l !>minS B~21,m!«,uB~1,m!u«,lWS 211m

2 D ,

lWS 11m

2 D D , ~2.9!

Em~ l !>C~21,1,Mm ,m,s!s l 3. ~2.10!

Proof: Let xI andx̄ be a minimum point and a maximum
point of uI , respectively. If (211m)/2<uI (xI ) and (1
1m)/2>uI ( x̄), then

I l~uI !>E
21/2

1/2

lW~uI !dx

> l minS WS 2
11m

2 D ,WS 11m

2 D D .

Otherwise, for example, if we may assume that (211m)/2
.uI (xI ), then

E
21/2

1/2 S «2

l
uI x

21 lW~uI ! Ddx

>2«U E
xI

pmAW~uI !uI x dxU>«B~21,m!.

In the other cases, the similar argument works, and, after all,
we get~2.9!.

Finally we prove~2.10!. We remark that, asl<1,

l E
21/2

1/2

W~uI !dx> l 3~12Mm!

3minS WS 211m

2 D ,WS 11m

2 D D .

By the definition ofMm
(1) andMm

(2) , we compute

E
21/2

1/2 U E
21/2

x

~u~ t !2m!dtU2

dx

>E
2Mm

~1!

0 S 212m

2 D 2S x1
1

2D 2

dx

1E
0

Mm
~2!S 212m

4
1S 12m

2 D xD 2

dx

5L~21,1,Mm
~1! ,Mm

~2! ,m!.

Noting thatl<1, we obtain

Em~ l !>C~21,1,Mm ,m,s!s l 3.

We complete the proof. j

We remark thatuI is a two-layered pattern of the singular
perturbed system treated in Ref. 11~also refer to Fife,12

Mimura, Tabata and Hosono,13 Ito14 and Nishiura and
Fujii15!, because of the conditions ofW andm. We therefore
see the width of the internal layer be inO(e/ l ) and the
internal layers be near6(11m)/4.

More precisely we possess the following.
Proposition 2.7:Assume thatW satisfies (A18), (A28),

(A38), (A48), and (A58), and thatmP(z2 ,z1). There ex-
ist constantsC andc0 such that, if

l<c0 and «<c0

l

u log l u
,

then

uuuI ~x!u21u<Cs l 2,
«

l
uuI x~x!u<Cs l 2,

and
«2

l 2 uuI xx~x!u<Cs l 2,

for

xPS 2
1

2
,
1

2D \
S 6

11m

4
2Cu log l u

«

l
,6

11m

4
1Cu log l u

«

l D .

On the other hand, about the usual Cahn–Hilliard equa-
tions we have known the similar and better result to Propo-
sition 3.1. See, for example, Carr, Gurtin and Slemrod10 and
Alikakos and McKinney.16 Combining these, we get the fol-
lowing

Proposition 2.8:Assume thatW satisfies (A18), (A28),
(A38), (A48) and (A58), and thatmP(z2 ,z1). There exist
constantsC andc0 such that, if

l<c0 and «<c0

l

u log l u
,

then

uuI ~x!2ql~x!u<Cs l 2,

and

«

l
uuI x~x!2ql8~x!u<Cs l 2,

for xP(21/2,1/2), and, about theL2-estimates,

iuuI u21iL21
«

l
iuI xiL21

«2

l 2 iuI xxiL2<CS «

l
1s l 2D ,

and

iW8~uI !iL2<CS «

l
1s l 2D .

We now state the main estimate in this section.
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Theorem 2.9: Assume thatW satisfies (A18), (A28),
(A38), (A48), and (A58), and thatmP(z2 ,z1). There ex-
ist constantsC andc0 such that, if

l<c0 and «<c0

l

u log l u
,

then there exists a unique global minimizeruI , and Em( l )
5Ẽm( l ),

UEm~ l !2S 2A«1
1

48
~12m2!2s l 3D U<CS «

l
1s l 2D l 3,

~2.11!

UEm8 ~ l !2
1

16
~12m2!2s l 2U<CS «

l
1s l 2D l 2, ~2.12!

UEm9 ~ l !2
1

8
~12m2!2s lU<CS «

l
1s l 2D l . ~2.13!

In Ref. 9, we see that the symmetry ofW and the fact
that m50 are not necessary in the proof of Theorem 5.1 in
Sec. V. As is the principally same as of Ref. 9 because of the
results of Sec. II and Proposition 3.2, we omit the proof of
this theorem in detail in this paper, although we will present
another forthcoming paper17 to prove the similar estimate for
more generalized singular perturbed systems.

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1

We first define a normaln-layered solution of the Euler–
Lagrange equation of the functional~1.1! in the admissible
space Adm . The Euler–Lagrange equation is the stationary
equation of the following time evolution equation:

ut52D„«2Du1 f ~u!2s~2DN!21~u2m!…,

52D„«2Du1 f ~u!…2s~u2m!, in V,

]u

]n
5

]~Du!

]n
50, on ]V, ~3.1!

ū~ t !5
1

uVu
*Vu~x,t !dx5m,

with adequate initial data, wherem is a given constant,
f (z)52W8(z),

HN,m
2 ~V!5H uPH2~V!;

]u

]n
50,

1

uVu EV
u~x!dx5mJ ,

and the definition domain ofA5D2 is given by

D~A!5$uPHN,m
2 ~V!; DuPHN,0

2 ~V!%.

We reduce the fourth-order equation to coupled second-
order equations suitable for our method. Let

y5«2 Du1 f ~u!, ~3.2!

then ~3.1! is equivalent to the following coupled system:

05«2 Du1 f ~u!2y, in V,

ut52Dy2s~u2m!, in V,
~3.3!

ū~ t !5m,

]u

]n
5

]y

]n
50, on ]V.

Note that]y/]n50 is equivalent to]Du/]n50, sincef is
smooth. The associated stationary problem is given by

«2 Du1 f ~u!2y50, in V,

Dy1s~u2m!50, in V,
~3.4!

ū5m,

]u

]n
5

]y

]n
50, on ]V.

Apparently, if and only if the third condition of~3.4! holds,
the second equation of~3.4! has a solution foruPL2(V).
On the other hand, due to integrating the first equation of
~3.4!, we see

E
V

y~x!dx5E
V

f „u~x!…dx,

corresponding to the Lagrange multiplier of the Euler–
Lagrange equation. Suppose we have a steady state solution
U* 5(u* ,y* ) of ~3.3!; the associated linearized eigenvalue
problem aroundU* is

«2 Dw1 f u~u* !w2z50, in V,

Dz1~s1l!w50, in V,
~3.5!

w̄50,

]w

]n
5

]z

]n
50 on ]V.

Again w̄50 is a necessary and sufficient condition under
which the second equation of~3.4! has a solution, unlesss
1l50. It is clear that the same linearized problem as~3.4!
can be obtained, by linearizing the original equation as fol-
lows:

lw52D„«2 Dw1 f u~u* !w…2sw, in V,

w̄50, ~3.6!

]w

]n
5

]~Dw!

]n
50, on ]V.

The appropriate function spaceY0 for w is

wPY05$wPHN,0
2 ~V!; DwPHN,0

2 ~V!%.

It is a standard result for the semilinear equation~3.1! that
the linearized stability implies nonlinear stability~see Ref.
11!.

Note that the nonlinearity of~3.4! is of the Fitz–Hugh
Nagumo type. It is easily seen that the side conditionū5m
is automatically satisfied by integrating the second equation
of ~3.4!, if there exists a solution of the first and the second
equation of~3.4!. Especially, we focus on a class of layered
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solutions called a normaln-layered solution, which can be
obtained from a mono-layered solution by the folding up
principle ~see Ref. 11!. We do not repeat the detailed argu-
ments for the existence, and only present the final result.

Theorem 3.1~the existence of a normaln-layered solu-
tion!: For a givenmP(21,1) ands.0, there exists a posi-
tive integer n0(m,s)m, and «0(n) for n>n0(m,s) such
that, for any integern>n0(m,s), a normaln-layered solu-
tion un

«,s,m exists for 0,«,«0(n). Moreover, we have
n0(m,s)→` ass→` and«0(n)→0 asn→`.

Remark:About the normaln-layered solution, we see
that the following property holds: For givenNPN, z2,m
,z1 and s.0, there exists a constant«0 such that, if 0
,«,«0 , then the normalN-layered solution is exponen-
tially stable in the sense of~3.6!. For the proof of it, we refer
to Ref. 11, because it is almost the same argument.

Let umin be a global minimizer ofF«,s in Adm and a
normaln-layered solution for somenPN. We first suppose
that umin is spatially periodic and let the period bel p

(5P«,s,m). In the antiperiodic case, we reduce to the peri-
odic case through the same argument of Sec. VII in Ref. 9. In
what follows we always assume the hypotheses of Theorem
1.1.

We define

E05minH NẼmS 1

ND ;NPNJ ,

E15minH NEnS 1

ND ;NPNJ .

We prove the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2: E0 and E1 are both attained, andE05E1 .

Moreover, if the attaining number isN0 , there existc1.0
andc2.0 such that

c1«21/3<N0<c2«21/3.

Proof: If N0>W(211m/2)/B(21,m)« and N0>W(1
1m/2)/B(21,m)«, or if N0>W(211m/2)/uB(1,m)u« and
N0>W(11m/2)/uB(1,m)u«, then by ~2.9!, E1>Cm,s for
some constantCm,s . Otherwise, assumeN0;«21/3, by
~2.7!, E0<C«2/3. Therefore, these are attained. Furthermore,
by ~2.9! and ~2.10!, E1>C(N0«1N0

22). We thus conclude
that c1«21/3<N0<c2«21/3. Applying Theorem 2.9 withl
5N0

21, we seeE05E1 . j

The following proposition is principally the same as
Proposition 6.1 in Ref. 9. We thus omit the proof. We use the
assumption of periodicity of the global minimizerumin .

Proposition 3.3:There exist positive constants«0 andc1

such that, if«<«0 , then

E
0

l p
«2~umin!x

21W~umin!1sU E
0

x

~umin~ t !2m!dtU2

dx>c1«.

j

Lemma 3.4:min$F«,s(u);uPAdm%5E1 .
Proof: Let l 0 be N0

21(;«1/3). Let uI 0 denote the unique
global minimizer ofI l 0

in Hadm. By parallel translation, we
makeuI 0 satisfy the homogeneous Neumann boundary con-
dition atx50,1, and extenduI 0 periodically to the whole line.
We denote it as the sameuI 0 . We then define

ũ~x!5uI 0~ l 0
21x!.

We note thatũ(x)PAdm . In view of Lemma 2.1,

min$F«,s~u!;uPAdm%<N0ES 1

N0
D5E1 .

We prove the inequality of the other direction. We define

E25min$ l 21Em~ l !; l P~0,1!%.

Let lI be the attaining number ofE2 . By the same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 3.2,lI;«1/3 andE2;«2/3. Define
f m( l )5 l 21Em( l ). In view of ~2.11!, ~2.12! and ~2.13!, in l
;«1/3,

f m9 ~ l !5
Em9 ~ l !

l
2

2Em8 ~ l !

l 2 1
2Em~ l !

l 3 >C~12«2/3!.0,

for « small enough. ThereforelI is unique. Moreover,

uE12E2u<C minH U lI2
1

NU2

;NPNJ <C«4/3. ~3.7!

We define

Fp5E
0

l p
«2~umin!x

21W~umin!

1sU E
0

x

~umin~ t !2m!dtU2

dx.

By Proposition 3.3 and the assumption thatumin is a normal
n-layered solution,

F«,s~umin!5NpFp>Np max„Em~ l p!,c1«…,

whereNp5 l p
21.

We fix c0 for which Theorem 2.9 holds. By~2.10! and
the fact thatF«,s(umin)<E1<C«2/3, l p<c0 . Similarly, by
~2.9!, Np<C«21/3.

We now prove that

l p

u log l pu
>c0

21«,

by contradiction. Assume thatl p /u log lpu,c0
21«, by ~2.9!, we

see

Em~ l p!>C
l p

u log l pu
.

Therefore, by Proposition 3.3 and

F«,s~umin!>
Np

2
~Em~ l p!1c1«!>CS 1

U log
1

Np
U 1Np«D .

As Np<C«21/3, we thus see

uE12E2u>S C

u log«u
2E2D1CNp«.

The first term of the right hand side is positive and therefore
is bigger than2C«5/3. By using~3.7!, we see that

C«4/3>2C«5/31CNp«.

Therefore
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Np<C«1/3,

but this meansNp50 for « small. This is a contradiction.
As using Theorem 2.9, we see

F«,s~umin!>NpFp>NpEmS 1

Np
D>E1 .

This completes the proof.
~The proof of Theorem 1.1.! By Lemma 3.4 and its

proof, we see that

E0>F«,s~umin!>NpFp>NpEm~ l p!>E0 .

By the strict convexity ofEm in the range ofl;«1/3 and the
fact thatFp>Em( l p), f m(1/Np)5NpEm(1/Np)5E0 and Fp

5Em(1/Np). The rescaling periodic unit ofumin is equal touI
and uniquely determined~up to sign!. But because of the
discreteness of wave number, there are, at most, two distinct
minimizers~up to sign!.

In order to estimate the period 1/Np , we calculate

05 f m8 ~ l 0!5 l 0
21Em8 ~ l 0!2 l 0

22Em~ l 0!

52
2A«

l 0
2 1

1

24
~12m2!2s l 01O~«!,

where we have used~2.11!, ~2.12! and the fact thatl 0

;«1/3. Because of the strict convexity,

l 052S 6A«

~12m2!2s D 1/3

1O~«2/3!.

As we use the strict convexity again, ifNp5@1/l 0# ~the larg-
est integer<1/l 0! or if Np5@1/l 0#11, then

1

Np
52S 6A«

~12m2!2s D 1/3

1O~«2/3!.

For the estimate of energy, we see

E05 f ~ l 0!1O~«4/3!5
s

4 S 6~12m2!A
«

s D 2/3

1O~«4/3!.

This completes the proof.

IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SPATIALLY
HOMOGENEOUS STATE AND NUMERICAL
EXPERIMENTS

First of all, we assume~A1!, ~A2!, ~A3!, ~A4!, V
5(0,1), andmP(21,1) in this section. We may also as-
sume thatm85a05b050. We would like to see the whole
evolution of the system, although this is more complicated.
In the first step, we study the linear stability of the trivial
~spatially homogeneous! stationary solution (u[m) of the
equation~3.1!. Namely, we calculate the eigenvaluel of
~3.6!, whenu* [m. For the purpose of comparison, we also
consider the following evolution equation:

ut5«2uxx1 f ~u!2s~2DN!21~u2m!1m, in ~0,1!,

ux~0!5ux~1!50,
~4.1!

ū~ t !5m,

u~x,0!5u0~x!,

where the notation is the same as in Sec. III, andm is equal
to 2*0

1f „u(x)…dx and is the constant dependent globally
uponu. Because ofm, ~4.1! is a mass conserved system, like
~3.1!. The corresponding second-order eigenvalue problem is
the following:

uf5«2fxx1 f u~u* !f2s~2DN!21f, in ~0,1!,

fx(0)5fx(1)50,
~4.2!

f̄50.

The equation~3.1! is called the nonlocal Cahn–Hilliard
equation and is the gradient flow of the functional~1.1! in
the admissible space Adm underH21-topology~refer to Ref.
18 and the references therein!, which is a fourth-order para-
bolic partial differential equation describing the dynamics of
the system. On the other hand, the second-order parabolic

FIG. 2. Shape of the global minimizer asm50.25.

FIG. 3. Shape of the global minimizer asm50.5.
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partial differential equation~4.1! with nonlocality is the gra-
dient flow of the same functional~1.1! in the same admis-
sible space Adm underL2-topology. As is shown in Ref. 18,
both gradient flows do not have only the same stationary
states, but also their linear stabilities of an arbitrary station-
ary solution agree with each other. Therefore, if we are in-
terested only in the linear stability of the stationary states, we
can adopt both. But, of course, the evolutions have some
difference between the second and the fourth time dependent
equation.

We now consideru* [m here, which is, of course, a
stationary solution of both~3.1! and~4.1!. We puteikx into w
in ~3.6! and compute the dispersion relation, i.e., the depen-
dency ofl upon wavenumberk>0:

l~k!52«2k41 f 8~m!k22s, ~4.3!

dl

dk
~k!52k„22«2k21 f 8~m!…. ~4.4!

Because of~4.4!, if f 8(m)<0, l(k),0 for anyk>0, and the
maximum value ofl(k) equals2s, when k50. Hence,u
[m is linearly stable. On the other hand, iff 8(m).0, for
any givens.0, there exists«2.0 such thatl(k) has the
positive maximum2s1 f 8(m)2/4«4 for 0,«,«2 . u[m is

therefore linearly unstable, and the most unstable wavelength
is in O(«) for fixed f 8(m) ands.

For the purpose of comparison, we also computeu in
~4.2! similarly

u~k!52«2k21 f 8~m!2
s

k2 , ~4.5!

du

dk
~k!522k23~«2k42s!. ~4.6!

Hence, the maximum eigenvalue isf 8(m)22«As, whenk
5«21/2s1/4. We see, if f 8(m)<0, that u[m is linearly
stable, and otherwise, linearly unstable. Moreover, the most
unstable wavelength is inO(A«) for fixed f 8(m) ands. We
note thatf 8(m).0 corresponds tomP(z2 ,z1), called the
‘‘spinodal region,’’ and f 8(m),0 to mP
(21,z2)ø(z1,1), called the ‘‘metastable region.’’ We also
add that, in both cases, all the unstable wavelengths are in
O(«d)(1>d>1/4). ~The agreement with each other case
follows also from the general theory of Ref. 18.! We con-
clude that, ifm is in the spinodal region and if the homoge-
neous steady state (u* [m) gets instability, the most rapidly
unstable mode in both cases~3.1! and~4.1! is different from
the global minimizers’ wavelengthO(«1/3) derived from
Theorem 1.1. That is finer than this, because of 1.1/2

FIG. 4. Shape of the global minimizer asm50.75.

FIG. 5. The mode-energy graph of stable stationary states asm50.0.

FIG. 6. The mode-energy graph of stable stationary states asm50.25.

FIG. 7. The mode-energy graph of stable stationary states asm50.50.
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.1/3. We can regard it as a reason why spinodal decompo-
sition first occurs and the coarsening process next occurs.
But, as we see from Theorem 3.1 and its remark, ifm is in
spinodal region, there are many exponentially stable station-
ary solutions of~3.1! for « small enough. The solution start-
ing from the homogeneous unstable state may or may not
reach a global minimizer~strong segregation limit! of the
free energy functional~1.1! via the coarsening process. The
evolution has some kind of sensitivity about the initial data.
In some of the following paragraphs, we investigate more
about it by numerical experiments, although we do not know
any tools to study rigorously a weak segregation limit. Here
we define a weak segregation limit as the final state starting
from the trivial steady stateu[m perturbed randomly.

In the remaining part of this section we present some
numerical experiments for reinforcement of our theoretical
results, for a suggestion to new results, and for understanding
the dynamics of the system more. We first explain our
method. We adopt a finite difference method for discretiza-
tion. The spatial mesh size is 1/10000~the number of total
spatial points are 10001 including two boundary points!. The
double-well potential,W(u), is defined as 1/4(u221)2. We
note thatm85a05b050 andz6561/) in this case.

We adopt the discretization of the gradient flow~4.1! in
order to get the stationary states. Generally speaking, the
parameter domain of the second-order parabolic partial dif-
ferential equation in which numerical computation is stable
and succeeded is wider than of the fourth-order parabolic
one. It is true in our problem. This is why we use the second-
order one. But, only when we calculate weak segregation
limits, we use the discretization of~3.1!.

The condition for judging convergence is that the sum of
the square of all differences at every spatial point between
the n-th, and the n11-th calculation is less than 1.0
310210.

When«50.001,s5100, the shapes of the global mini-
mizersu of F«,s and the correspondingv vary as Figs. 1, 2,
3 and 4, accordingly, asm changes from 0.0 to 0.75~refer
also to the Euler–Lagrange equation ofF«,s in Adm!. These
are all spatially periodic or antiperiodic and are normal
n-layered solutions for somenPN.

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 are mode-energy graphs of stable
stationary states, when«50.001 ands5100. Anx-axis rep-

resents the mode of stationary states and they-axis is energy.
If the initial data is made, the type ofAn cosnpx (An is the
amplitude andn means the mode! and we solve~4.1! numeri-
cally, the same mode stable steady state is obtained. Theo-
retically, Theorem 3.1 tells us about the multiple existence of
stable stationary states, only when« is very small. But the
numerical computations means that this fact holds in more
parameter values. According to figures, numerical global
minimizers agree with theoretical ones very much, even ifm
is out of the spinodal region.

The weak segregation limit is indicated by the black
small disk in the figures. Ifm is in the spinodal region, then
the wavelength is finer than the one of the global minimizer.
The smaller the difference is, the biggerm is. On the other
hand, ifm is in the metastable region~in the case of Fig. 8!,
the solution starting fromu[m perturbed randomly con-

FIG. 8. The mode-energy graph of stable stationary states asm50.75.

TABLE I. A comparison between numerical and theoretical values of the
wavelength of global minimizers.

«50.010 s550 80 100 150

m50.0 mode 7 mode 9 mode 9 mode 10
0.285713 0.222221 0.222221 0.200014

~0.262568! ~0.224492! ~0.208400! ~0.182054!
0.25 mode 7 mode 8 mode 9 mode 10

0.285709 0.250013 0.222217 0.200010
~0.274112! ~0.234362! ~0.217563! ~0.190058!

0.5 mode 6 mode 7 mode 7 mode 8
0.333347 0.285704 0.285703 0.250009

~0.318078! ~0.271953! ~0.252459! ~0.220543!
0.6 mode 5 mode 5 mode 6 Constant

0.399964 0.399954 0.333346 Local Min
~0.353553! ~0.302284! ~0.280616! ~0.245140!

«50.005 s550 80 100 150

m50.0 mode 9 mode 11 mode 12 mode 13
0.222226 0.181821 0.166675 0.153845

~0.208400! ~0.178180! ~0.165407! ~0.144497!
0.25 mode 9 mode 10 mode 11 mode 13

0.222219 0.200009 0.181816 0.153844
~0.217563! ~0.186013! ~0.172680! ~0.150849!

0.5 mode 8 mode 9 mode 9 mode 10
0.250009 0.222218 0.222217 0.200007

~0.252459! ~0.215849! ~0.200377! ~0.175045!
0.6 mode 7 mode 8 mode 8 mode 9

0.285707 0.250008 0.250007 0.222215
~0.280616! ~0.239923! ~0.222725! ~0.194568!

«50.001 s550 80 100 150

m50.0 mode 16 mode 19 mode 21 mode 23
0.125004 0.105263 0.095238 0.086956

~0.121873! ~0.104200! ~0.096731! ~0.084502!
0.25 mode 16 mode 18 mode 20 mode 22

0.125004 0.111115 0.100003 0.090912
~0.127231! ~0.108781! ~0.100984! ~0.088217!

0.5 mode 13 mode 16 mode 17 mode 19
0.153844 0.125003 0.117645 0.105262

~0.147639! ~0.126229! ~0.117181! ~0.102367!
0.75 mode 9 mode 10 mode 11 mode 13

0.222219 0.200004 0.181815 0.153843
~0.211474! ~0.180807! ~0.167847! ~0.146628!
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verges to the same trivial solutionu[m, when the perturba-
tion is rather bigger. In this case, we make sure the linear
stability of u[m numerically. We see a longer wavelength
~and rather bigger! perturbation needed in order not to con-
verge tou[m.

See Table I. These are the comparisons of the theoretical
values with the numerical ones of the wavelength,P«,s,m, of
the global minimizers ofF«,s in Adm in more parameter
values. The numbers in the bracket~•! in the table mean the
theoretical values given by~1.4!. Theorem 1.1 is obtained
only in very small«, although~1.4! agrees with the numeri-
cal result in a broad range of parameters in our numerics.
Especially note that 0.6 and 0.75.1/)(5z1). This sug-
gests that the assumption aboutm is technical and may not
be necessary. When«50.001 ands5100, we compute it in
much more average density values and make the
m-wavelength graph in Fig. 9. We consider that the tendency
of changing wavelength agrees with each other.
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